
Consulate general dof France in New York

Ladies and Gentlemen,
Dear Friends,

It is always a great pleasure to welcome you here.  It is an even greater pleasure 
tonight because I am doing so not only as the Consul General of France but also as 
a member of the Commanderie de Bordeaux. This is an official reception but it is also 
a friendly dinner. My wife, Laurence, joins me to welcome you.

Since I arrived in New York City, I have been at times criticized for doing too many 
things related to wine. It’s for this very reason that I have the intention of doing even 
more wine events this year.

We will start with a kind of infidelity to the Bordeaux: we are launching a series of 
breakfasts in cooperation with Dom Perignon. This might seem a bit strange, even 
outlandish (drinking Champagne for breakfast) but I don’t think that it lacks allure.

We will continue in October with a tasting of Grands Crus  classes 1855 which will 
combine the best Bordeaux with the best French chefs.

We will  also  welcome in  January  an international  competition organized  with  the 
Commanderie du Bontemps de Médoc,  des Graves,  du Sauternes et  de Barsac. 
Emmanuel Cruse is behind this initiative to gather students from several prestigious 
universities for a wine tasting competition here at the Consulate. Students from the 
Ecole  Polytechnique,  Oxford,  Cambridge,  Harvard,  Columbia,  MIT  and  even  two 
Chinese universities will face each other at the Consulate.

We have some more projects. With George, we wish notably that each year, the fall  
dinner of the Commanderie to be held here in the Consulate. This will become a sort 
of tradition in New York on French soil. You would do me a great honor in accepting 
this proposition.

Dear Friends,

You  are  naturally  welcome  to  come  to  all  these  events  as  lovers  and  great 
connoisseurs of wine but as friends of France also. This series of events is organized 
around wine for several reasons:

- Firstly, because there are few products that are so directly associated with France.  
To discover wine is to discover a land, a history and a patrimony. It seems to me that 
through wine many of you here discovered France and began to appreciate France 
for other things that it has to offer, the same way that some French discovered and 
began to appreciate America through its music or its cinema. Wine is an integral part  
of the culture of a country;



- Secondly, because my mission here is certainly to make France loved but also to 
promote and help in the sale of its products. If the French know how to build planes 
and high speed trains, they obviously sell those with more difficulty than their best 
grands crus. Speaking of wine helps our wine growers export and thrive and ensures 
that they continue to enchant us;

- Finally, and most of all, it is for the simple pleasure of being in your company. Due 
to my duties, I am invited to numerous receptions and events. I have sometimes had 
two lunches here at the same time, one on the first floor where I ate the appetizer 
and the other on the third floor where I finished my dessert. I must confess that I  
sometimes go to receptions only for professional obligations. It is never the case with 
our meetings which are for me a real moment of relaxation. 

I would like to finish by once more thanking George Sape. We are very lucky to have 
him as the head of the Commanderie de Boredeaux. He gives to the Commanderie a 
luster and dynamism which  testifies  to  the  success  of  each event  he  organizes,  
starting with this dinner. I would also like to salute the presence of his wife Jeri who is 
with us tonight. Laurence and I are very happy and proud to count Jerri and George 
amongst our close friends.

Je vous souhaite à tous une excellente soirée./.
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